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Teaching Principles

Teaching – learning process has occupied an  
important field of education. Both are two  
fundamental aspects related to each other.

The principles of teaching are classified as  
follows:-
1. General principles of teaching
2. Psychological principles of teaching
3. Principles of teaching





Education has transformed itself into child-

oriented education .

The concept of child-oriented education is  

the gift of psychology.

Important to students abilities , capabilities ,  

mental level , interests & age.



1. Principle of activity or learning by doing.

2. Principle of play-way.

3. Principle of motivation.

4. Principle of self education.

5. Principle of individual difference.

6. Principle of goal setting.

7. Principle of simulation.

8. Principle of association.
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9. Principle of readiness.

10. Principle of effect.

11. Principle of exercise & repetition.

12. Principle of change or rest.

13.Principle of feedback & reinforcement.  

14.Principle of training of senses.  

15.Principle of group dynamics.

16. Principle of creativity.



1.Child as a “Hero” in the drama ofeducation.

2. Teaching is to keep the children active

in the class.



Related to principle of learning by doing.  

Play is the chief activity of childhood-

Froebel.

It gives joy ,freedom ,contentment , inner ,  

outer peace.



1. Satisfying the curiosity of children.

2. Utilizing  all the senses of children.

3. Relating closely bogy & mind .

4. Linking teaching-learning with life.



1.Best teaching is enabling the child learn by  this 

own efforts.

2.Teaching enable the child to work  

independently & without the teacher at a later  

stage.

3.Encourage students in the development of  

their natural desire to work .



1. No two children are alike.

2. Teaching to be effective must cater  

to individual difference of children.



1.Definite goal according to the standardof the  

each students.

2.Short term of immediate goals should beset  

before small children .

3.Goals should be very clear & definite &  

understand bychildren.



Teaching is the stimulation , guidance ,  

direction & encouragement of learning –Burton.



If wants to go together should be put  

together.

Discuss at various places ideas &thing

associated in a number of ways.



1. Prepare for action.

2.Make the mind to participate in the teaching –

learning process.

3. Teacher must be alive to this principle.



Response is strengthened if it followed by  

pleasure.

Response is weakened if it followed by  

displeasure.



Exercise strengthens the bond between situation  

& response.

Two subparts

(i) . Principle of use.

(ii). Principle of disuse.



Fatigue, lack of attention overcome by  

providing change, rest & recreation.

While framing the time table that the students  

do not experience boredom & fatigue.

Two consecutive periods of a subjects are not  

provided in a class.



Praise, grade, certificate, token  

money & other to incentives make the  

learning joy able.



Senses are gateways of knowledge .

The power of observation discrimination ,  

identification ,generalization & application are

developed through the effective functioning of  

senses.



1.Group behavior , changes the behavior of the  

members of the group.

2. A suitable climate for group to be created in  

the classroom.



1. Provide opportunities to the students  

to explore things events & find cause-

effect relationship .

2. Creativity explored & developed to the  

maximum extend.





Distribution of the knowledge & the teacher  

ability , both are separate

Teacher needs two things

(i)The complete knowledge of the subject  

matters.

(ii)The scientific knowledge of the teaching styles  

for disseminating the knowledge to the pupils.



Meaning

Psychologist introduced the laws of  

learning , Educationists have presented their  

experience & decision in the form of maxims  

considering their laws & elements as the basis of  

teaching.

Experience & decision ,performed in the

form of maxims have been named as “Maxims of

teaching”.



(i). From simple to Complex. 

(ii). From known to Unknown. 

(iii). From seen to Unseen. 

(iv). From concrete toAbstract. 

(v). From particular to General. 

(iv). From whole to Part.

(vii) From indefinite to Definite. 

(viii)From psychological to Logical. 

(ix). From Empirical to Rational
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(x) From Analysis to Synthesis. 

(xi)Follow nature. (xii).

Training of Senses.

(xiii). Encouragement to self- study.



From Simple to Complex

Teaching is to be made successful & essential  

by using a maxim called “ From simple to

complex”.

Teacher should be divided the subject- matter  

into simple aspects & complex aspect.

Teacher should tell simple concept first  

&difficult concepts latter.



Con/-

Example:

(i)Drawing a straight line simple to teacher but  

difficult to pupils.

(ii)Drawing an animals picture may be viewed by  

the teacher as the difficult task while it is very easy  

for pupils.



From Known to Unknown

A good teacher bases this new knowledge on  

previous knowledge of students.

Example:

Profit or Loss - taught to the pupils by  

referring to theshopkeepers.





From Concrete to Abstract

The mental development of the pupils  

begins with the concrete objects & afterwards the  

gains micro words for them.

Example:

While teaching geography , the  

knowledge  of mountains , lakes , rivers, & oceans  

or perceptual things or through their models,  

pictures &lines.
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1. Knowledge should be presented according to the age of  

pupils, cursorily, needs & acquiring power.

1. Knowledge before the pupils dividing , it logically into

various units.

2. Presenting the knowledge logically , the pupils interest,  

age & acquiring –power are over –looked .The  

presentation of the knowledge in psychological order is  

definitely better & useful instead of teaching in a logical  

manner. In lower –classes teach by using psychological  

order but logical order must be adopted as the pupils  

enters higher classes along with mental development.



3. In order words , we should proceed from  

psychological order to the logical order.







From analysis to  

SynthesisAnalysis means breaking a problem into convenient  

parts and synthesis means grouping of these separated  

parts into one complete whole.


